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   The cotton market held to the old adage of “what goes up must come down”, and did so in a 
surprisingly quick fashion.   The market’s enjoyable month long climb into the mid 70’s reversed itself 
abruptly this past week suffering losses in five of its last six trading sessions, three of those being triple 
digit losses including last Tuesday when it locked limit down. It has begun this week in a similar manner 
closing yesterday, August 15th at 68.86, a loss of nearly 8 cents over this period.  It’s quite obvious at 
present, fund money and specs are having a much greater influence on the direction of this market than 
cotton fundamentals.  The dry weather in Texas was no more responsible for such a run up in prices 
than recent rains in the Southwest were cause for the steep selloff. 
 Last Friday’s Commitment of Traders Report showed the funds increasing their long positions to 
a record high level of 84,180 contracts. Conversely, their liquidation of some of these futures positions 
over the past week is largely responsible for the decline in prices.  We will have a better idea of the 
extent of their profit taking in this Friday’s report.   Though most likely to remain long commodities, the 
question becomes will cotton continue to be one of their darlings or will there be a further exit to other 
commodities. Turning to fundamentals, the August USDA WASDE report issued last Friday did deliver a 
little disappointment.   Most in the trade expected the U.S. production estimate to come in around 15.5 
million bales or slightly lower compared to USDA’s July estimate of 15.8 million bales.  Instead, their 
raising of the estimate to 15.9 million bales was not looked on favorably by the market, especially as 
rain returned to the Plains of Texas.  This combination of bearish technical and fundamental news has 
been the driving force of late.
 All is not bleak; however, for there are some positives influences in play which give us cautious 
optimism that a market retracement is very possible.   First, there appears to be firm chart support at 
67 cents.   In addition, open interest on the DEC contract consists of 3.5 million bales of merchant on 
call sales which when fixed by the mill must be covered by the buying of futures. With several weeks to 
go before harvest, it’s still very questionable whether we will reach the USDA’s production number of 
15.9 million bales.  On the global side, USDA did paint a more bullish picture as it lowered world ending 
stocks by 1.7 million bales to 89.6 million.  The crop prospects in India, the second largest producer and 
consumer of cotton, have improved slightly but will result in little surplus production.   Finally, as China 
extends their auction it is clear they have exhausted all previous supplies of imported cotton and that 
which remains is of much poorer quality. This coupled with their reduced production should force China 
to be a larger importer of cotton than once estimated.  Also, as the supply of cotton tightens outside our 
two countries, export markets should favor U.S. qualities if demand continues to strengthen.

Until next week,       


